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Abstract: Biological research and its applications are rapidly evolving, and their governance
should as well. This piece argues for thinking of biosecurity governance itself as an experimental
space. Doing so focuses attention on assumptions in the governance process and its iterative and
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continuously evolving nature. We draw out three lessons for better working with experiments in
biosecurity governance.
One Sentence Summary: Thinking of biosecurity governance as itself an experiment enables a
stronger focus on methods to develop systematic learning.
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Main Text:
Biological research and its applications are rapidly evolving, and their governance should
as well. Life scientists are today joined by computer scientists, engineers, material scientists,
chemists, and others in manipulating biological materials for many purposes. The pace and
nature of advances are straining current governance. New attempts at the governance of biology
are emerging in response, rethinking traditional assumptions about how science works and who
is responsible for governing. Unlike scientific experiments, however, these governance
approaches are often not evaluated, analyzed, or compared. This hinders building a cumulative
base of experience and opportunities for learning.
Consider “biosecurity governance,” a term with no internationally agreed definition, here defined
as the processes influencing and shaping behavior to prevent or deter misuse of biological
science and technology. Traditional international biosecurity efforts have focused largely on risk
management (i.e., addressing accidental and deliberate risks from pathogens and toxins) and dual
use research (i.e., potential malicious exploitation of knowledge, skills, and technology). These
efforts assume we already know what to worry about (known pathogens and toxins), and that we
can control access to them, even if those who carry them out understand the shortcomings and
limitations of these assumptions (1, 2).
In the last decade, however, our ability to manipulate living organisms and entire genomes has
rapidly advanced through the development of novel tools like CRISPR, improved sequencing
techniques, and fast-paced synthetic genomics approaches (3). This has improved our ability to
generate novel pathogens, cell types, animals, materials, and gene drives, all of which may
represent additional security concerns. Moreover, there has been increasing interest in non-state
actor utilization of biological weapons (4, 5). These changes in technology and political
environment, coupled with natural disease evolutions like COVID-19, are testing existing
governance processes.
Various communities involved in governing the life sciences are now looking beyond existing
biosecurity models, policies and procedures. Three brief examples show how changes, while
innovative, are currently sporadic and often ad hoc responses to identifying particular security
deficiencies.
First, after heated debate about two experiments modifying avian influenza in 2011, the US
Government developed policies on dual use research of concern (DURC), requesting scientists
initiate added research reviews under certain conditions. Assuming such added oversight will
only be implemented if minimally invasive, the policies restricted oversight to a subset of work
on a subset of known pathogens. Recognizing that these policies still focus on known pathogens,
in 2017, the US developed an additional policy focused instead on post-experiment attributes of
an organism. This Potential Pandemic Pathogen Care and Oversight (P3CO) policy is also the
first to consider whether research is ethically justifiable as well as scientifically meritorious.
Reviews on both of these policies have only just started (6), even though stakeholders have
called for the DURC policy to be reviewed for years (7).
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Second, a decade ago the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Biological Countermeasures Unit
decided that preparing for potential biosecurity events required staying abreast of advances in
biology and engaging closely with the life science research community, including emerging
“DIY” community labs, universities, and companies (8). This meant building both internal
scientific expertise and community liaison capacity. Both perspectives were not necessarily
shared widely within the FBI, nor in the public’s image of this organization and how it operates
(9). Moreover, these moves made scientists more responsible for identifying potential security
concerns, whereas previous governance measures often assumed security was not something
scientists needed to have in mind.
Third, the American Biological Safety Association (ABSA) International observed that biosafety
professionals have been increasingly asked to assess security as well as safety aspects of
research, but do not know a) how to assess security concerns, and, perhaps more importantly, b)
how to think about malicious intent and intentional release. They assumed further training would
improve research security, and have actively worked to create more biosecurity educational
opportunities, including development of a global biosecurity credential (10).
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These sporadic changes are potentially very productive, but without systematic analysis and
learning across them it is hard to know. To improve, we suggest the metaphor of ‘experiment’
opens a useful new approach to biosecurity governance. We should consider attempts at
rethinking biosecurity governance as opportunities to experiment with new sets of assumptions
about the relationship between biology, security, and society, leading to hypotheses to assess and
iterate upon. After all, we do not have perfect knowledge of ways biology might be misused, or
the best ways to prevent misuse. There is no a priori reason to believe our original assumptions
and hypotheses are optimal. The consequences of getting assumptions wrong, such as a global
synthetic pandemic, are perhaps the strongest argument for testing a wide range of assumptions
in ways that can provide signals of effectiveness prior to catastrophic events.
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An experimental approach focuses attention on the need to be systematic and open about
analyzing the existing systems’ limitations and promoting experiments addressing or working
around them. It also means developing better methods to collect data to evaluate effectiveness of
governance, coupled with data sharing across experiments and with future experiments. These
meta-level discussions are key for any robust and adaptive biosecurity governance system (11).
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The experimental metaphor does have some limitations. Security governance strategies are
designed not to fail catastrophically, and governance has many actors involved in design and
implementation. It is perhaps better to understand our use of ‘experiment’ here in terms of
deliberate social experiments around the introduction of new technology, where the focus is on
uncertainty, lack of control, and systematic learning (12). This places the concept closer to a
design-build-test cycle, but with the focus placed not on controlling the system, but on governing
in a complex adaptive space.
Biosecurity governance as an experiment
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One current experimental governance approach is the international Genetically
Engineering Machines (iGEM) Foundation’s Safety and Security Program. iGEM runs a yearly
competition for around 6000 students and community biolab members from over 40 countries.
Each year, iGEM generates a set of hypotheses about how its proposed changes in safety and
security governance might affect teams and lead to better oversight, and reviews cases that
tested, or were not caught by, its system. Through these reviews, iGEM recognized that
3
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processes for screening team genetic sequences for known pathogens both provided false
positives and missed work with potential security implications beyond issues with known
pathogens. This in turn led to iGEM transitioning to a function-based, rather than sequencebased, screening architecture. This is all part of iGEM’s commitment to a multi-tiered, iterative
security program addressing an adaptively expanding range of likely concerns (13).
Thinking about biosecurity governance as an experiment focuses our attention on several oftunderappreciated aspects of governance. The first is the set of assumptions we make in the
process of governing, most notably about the structure of science, governing authorities, and how
those relate to specific conceptions of security. These assumptions tend to come in packages.
Employing a system like export controls, for example, relies on an assumption that science
consists of discrete knowledge entities (e.g., published articles or biological specimens),
restricting the export of which leads to security. This, however, carries an assumption that threats
are likely to originate abroad, as opposed to, say, assessing the insider threat within labs in a
country. Another example is the assumption that scientists are best placed to govern themselves,
which is at the heart of the DURC policies, even though scientists may not have necessary
training to identify security concerns. This assumption is so firmly rooted in biosecurity
governance that it is difficult to question it, and when questioned, to have evidence that
contradicts it feed back into governance redesign (14). In drawing out these assumptions and
comparing them across experiments, we can more systematically understand the contexts in
which they are likely to hold and where experiments based on different assumptions might be
more productive.
A second underappreciated aspect of governance is its iterative and evolving nature. Governance
processes and the associated communities continually renew, both in response to changing
technological capabilities and to changing community and societal conditions. We can take
advantage of this to learn from past governance experiments. Currently, learning from
governance experiments usually occurs through ad hoc meetings and publications originating
from an organic desire to share experiences (15) or from a broader strategy to create space to talk
about lived experiences (16). The co-authors were part of a recent workshop at the University of
Cambridge called Novel Practices in Biosecurity Governance, which aimed to shift discussions
from focusing on how to address individual security governance challenges to instead focusing
on the value and methods of sharing and iterating across experiences relating to a range of
biosecurity governance experiments.
Learning across experiments
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Those who fund life science work, oversee it, set or carry out policy regarding it, or
engage in it as a researcher, citizen, or other interested party, may want to experiment with
different ways of understanding what counts as a security concern and what should be done
about it. In the spirit of learning across experiments, three initial lessons came out of the
Cambridge workshop.
First, in designing a governance experiment, consider framing the proposed set of actions in
terms of hypotheses, which in turn are based on a set of assumptions about the science, the
governing authorities, and how those relate to a specific conception of a security concern. For
example, early presentations given to biotechnology-related groups by the FBI Special Agent in
charge of the Biological Countermeasures Unit, Edward You, clearly assumed that biosecurity
was different than nuclear or chemical security because biological pathogens already exist in the
4
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environment and could be created by people without large facilities or state sponsorship. You’s
proposed solution was a governing structure that mirrored this dispersed scientific environment,
one that was collaborative rather than top down. You often played up the difference in approach
he was trying from the image the public had of the FBI: “We are the FBI, we’re with the US
Government. . . and we’re here to help. Really. And we need you!” (17). If the FBI had
considered its proposed solution as a hypothesis, it could also have developed a set of metrics to
be able to assess, from the beginning, whether such hypotheses held up, and if not what might
need changing. This might involve, for example, structured feedback from community labs about
FBI engagement, and routinized sharing across field offices of standard procedures for
developing community relationships. It can be very helpful in both designing and documenting
experiments to work with social scientists and anthropologists who can identify hidden
assumptions and develop alternatives that might better align with the goals of governance (18).
Second, it is useful to have a capacity to quickly identify difficult or unanticipated cases and
adapt governing processes to account for them. Use moments where the governance system
encounters difficulties to reflect and update the assumptions being made about the science and its
contexts. To the extent possible, sharing case studies (including both failures and “near misses”)
in a timely fashion could aid other biosecurity processes greatly. iGEM developed this capacity,
as noted above, and quickly put it to work when a 2016 student team claimed to be developing a
gene drive. After working closely with the team and experts to understand exactly what was and
was not accomplished, iGEM was one of the first places to produce a policy on gene drives (19).
It then wrote up its lessons learned and shared them with the wider biosecurity community at a
workshop the following year.
Third, learning involves connecting with communities who have tried similar experiments, and
who could build earlier results. These groups range from networks of community biolabs to
international efforts like the Global Health Security Agenda’s action package on biosafety and
biosecurity. One example of how to learn across these groups is to engage with the Emerging
Biosecurity Leadership Initiative (ELBI), run by the Johns Hopkins University Center for Health
Security, which provides both a broad training in biosecurity and an active network of alumni to
consult. There are also specific fora like the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention Meeting
of Experts, or non-state venues like the ABSA International Biosecurity Symposium scheduled
to be held in May 2020. Developing communication across communities means addressing
barriers to communication, such as industrial considerations of competition-sensitivity,
governmental controls (e.g., export restriction, classification), differing terminology, and the
time and resource costs imposed by in-person meetings.
Taking a structured approach to experimental design, periodically reassessing, and cooperating
may seem like simple steps to take, but the authors have routinely found that biosecurity efforts
over the last two decades--from promoting self-governance to requiring oversight for DURC-have not taken these steps. For example, even if the DURC policies mentioned above are
updated, policy revision still cannot address effective implementation, a lack of global reach, and
its own list-based limitations. These hurdles in part exist because of assumptions baked into
DURC, such as the idea that involvement in fundamental research governance should be severely
limited to minimize the burden placed on science.
An immediate step to expand and revise these lessons is for philanthropies, governments, and
others to fund a review of existing biosecurity governance experiments with the aim of
determining how they are being implemented in practice. Such a review should be conducted so
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that the findings are able to be integrated into both policy redesign and networks of biosecurity
practitioners.
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In addition to the examples above, such a review should focus on industry and regions of the
world that have little to no current biosecurity governance in place. The industrial and
commercial development of biology represents a significant amount of biological research and
innovation. Industrial organizations also have significant influence on state governance
decisions, and are themselves trying out in biosecurity governance through efforts like sequence
screening in the International Gene Synthesis Consortium (IGSC), which might benefit from a
more experimental design. For many regions of the world without biosecurity governance,
getting basic oversight capacity in place is already a major lift.
The biosecurity community should establish and strengthen shared resources to help groups
wishing to establish new governance systems for their communities, such as the Analytical
Approach for the Development of a National Biosafety and Biosecurity System, published by the
Public Health Agency of Canada. It should also strengthen resources for cooperation and
learning across regions of the world, such as the International Network on Biotechnology run by
UNICRI, and the Middle East and North Africa community of practice for biological and
chemical safety and security run by Gryphon Scientific.
Following through on efforts such as sharing near misses and examining the assumptions and
considerations we make in designing our experiments will likely raise some concerns
themselves. Publicly discussing specific instances of biosecurity concern that our governance
systems do not cover can itself be an information hazard, but the processes of biosecurity
governance may be less of a hazard to discuss. Institutions have many reasons beyond security
(such as reputational and intellectual property risks) to not share information, and we encourage
the exploration of options to discuss these more sensitive issues (20). A particularly important
challenge is enabling the safe migration of useful learnings from more restricted environments
(e.g., classified facilities, industrial operations) to less restricted environments (e.g., lower safety
level university labs, the DIY community). Sharing an evidence base on what has and has not
worked is already recognized as a necessary aspect of developing better biosecurity governance
(21).
At present, there is no capability for systematic learning about the effectiveness and limitations
of our current biosecurity experiments. Until we come to understand biosecurity governance as
an experimental space, we will be unable to make more than sporadic movement past our current
reactive governance landscape, endangering economic vitality, academic freedom, and the
security of our states, people, and environment.
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